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Abstract. In recent years, a dramatic change was bring to us with the
rapid development of intelligent terminal technology and the popular-
ity of mobile services. Android platforms alone have produced stagger-
ing revenues, which has attracted cybercriminals and increased malware
in Android markets at an alarming rate. However, the mobile phone
network traffic is used to analyze malicious software recently, but this
method lack of a visual way to understand network behavior of malware
as well as without integrity explanation. In this paper, we introduced a
method that can reconstructed the Android applications’ network behav-
ior based on application layer traffic. We reconstruct the application
network behavior in two ways, namely, network behavior time sequence
model and network connection behavior model, we can understand the
network behavior of Android applications by the model we reconstructed,
it provides the network interaction process integrity explanation and
shows that malwares traffic include malicious traffic and normal traffic.
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1 Introduction

With more than 1 billion of Android-activated devices reported on Sep 2013,
mobile platforms have clearly become ubiquitous with trends showing such a
pace is unlikely slowing down [1]. Smart phones have becomes a strong consumer
personal mobile terminal which fuse the financial, interactive communications,
personal business, commercial and entertainment services. Mobile devices and
their application marketplaces drive the entire economy of the today’s mobile
landscape. Android platforms alone have produced staggering revenues, which
has attracted cybercriminals and increased malware in Android markets at an
alarming rate. Static detection and dynamic detection are the two most common
methods that used to detect malicious software currently, however, the mobile
phone network traffic is also used to identify malicious software recently.
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Static analysis has become very difficult with the development of code obfus-
cation technology and code encryption technology, dynamic behavior analysis
make up for the disadvantage of static analysis commendably, meanwhile, this
dynamic behavior analysis technology with the ability to discover some unknown
malware. Dynamic behavior analysis depends on the dynamic behavior of mal-
ware reconstruction, reconstruction content contains the processes of files and
creating process, the communication process between processes, etc. Reconstruc-
tion process requires shown the interaction of malware behavior in detail, so as
to better understand the dynamic behavior of applications.

In this paper, we report our ongoing work collection and reconstruction
of Android application network behaviors in detail, then employ active traf-
fic generator and passive sniffers on the network to record all sent traffic and
received traffic. We reconstruct the network behavior time sequence model and
network connection behavior model so we can understand the network behavior
of Android applications get through the model we reconstructed. This paper
mainly makes the following contributions:

• Reconstruct network behavior time sequence model of application based on
mobile application’s network traffic.

• Reconstruct applications network connection behavior model based on mobile
application’s network traffic.

2 Methodology

In order to get Android application’s network traffic and reconstruct a network
behavior model of mobile application, we have designed a workable platform that
generate traffic and collect traffic of application.

2.1 Preprocess Traffic

In order to reconstruct the network behavior directly, we have to preprocess
traffic we captured from platform at first. Our approach of process is as follows:
firstly, we read each data packet from every original traffic that we captured
on the platform, then we do filtering operation to data packet according to the
protocol type, and extracted packets belongs to the application layer protocol
from the original traffic, finally the extracted packets can be used as the input
data to reconstruct the network behavior directly.

For purpose of the result more accurate, our work joined the step that
extracted pure malicious traffic. Firstly, we split every flow in network traffic
according to the quintuple form (source IP, source port, destination IP, desti-
nation port and protocol). Secondly, we parsed the HTTP packets of each flow
and extracted Host fields. Then we send this field to VirusTotal [8] to test. If
the test result is abnormal, we can determine the flow as malicious traffic. Then
we find the DNS packets which has the same field with Host field, then add the
DNS packets and HTTP packets to our malicious traffic dataset. In this way we
finally got our pure malicious traffic dataset.
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2.2 Reconstruction Method

In this section, we provided two ways to reconstruct Android application net-
work behavior, more details are illustrated as follows. In the model that we
reconstructed, the circular represents source IP address, the square represents
DNS server, the rectangle represents domain name server, the triangle represents
other protocol type server, and the rhombus represents the resolved information
returns by DNS server.

Algorithm 1. The network behavior time sequence model generation algorithm
Input: Preprocessed traffic.
Output: Network behavior time sequence model of Android applications network

behavior.
Extract the source IP address from the preprocessed traffic;
while not at end of preprocessed traffic do

Read the first package;
if protocol type is DNS then

Records the time of this packet and fill it into the column named Time;
Records the domain name and filled domain name request into the square;
Find the DNS protocol packets that returned, extracts the needed information
into the column named Content;

else if protocol type is HTTP then
Use a rectangle to represents the domain name server;
Records the time of this packet and fill it into the column named Time;
Records HOST fieldand filled this filed into the column named Content;

else
Use a triangle to represent the package;
Records the time of this packet and fill it into the column named Time;
Records Info in the packet and fill it into the column named Content;

end if
Read next package;

end while

The first approach to reconstruct Android application network behavior is
reconstruct network behavior time sequence model, this method described the
network behavior of applications in terms of the time. The steps to reconstruct
the network behavior time sequence model as follows: First, get the source IP
address from the preprocessed traffic, and then start reading each packet from
preprocessed traffic. Second, analyzing the protocol type. Third, if it is DNS
protocol, records the time of this packet and fill it into the column named
Time, records the domain name and filled domain name request into DNS server,
namely, the square, find the DNS protocol packets that returned, extracts the
resolved IP address and the CNAME information then filled this information
into the column named Content. Fourth, if it is HTTP protocol, then records
the time of this packet and fill it into the column named Time, record HOST field
in this packet and filled this filed into the column named Content. Fifth, in other
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Algorithm 2. The application network connection behavior model generation
algorithm
Input: Preprocessed traffic.
Output: Network connection behavior model of Android applications network behav-

ior.
Extract the source IP address from the preprocessed traffic;
while not at end of preprocessed traffic do

Read the first package;
if protocol type is DNS then

Fetch the domain name requested to resolve and fill it into the square;
Extracts the resolved IP address and resolved the CNAME;
IP address information and CNAME are written in different rhombus respec-
tively;
Connect the square with all rhombus;
Connecting the circular and a square by a solid line;

else if protocol type is HTTP then
Use a rectangle to represents the domain name server;
Extracted the HOST field and identify DNS servers that has same domain name
with HOST field;
Connect rectangle and the corresponding square with a dotted line;
Connecting the circular and a rectangle by a solid line;

else
Use a triangle to represent packages;
Extracted the contents of Info from the packet and fill in the triangle;
Connecting the circular and a triangle by a solid line;

end if
Read next package;

end while

cases, then records the time of this packet and fill it into the column named Time,
records Info in the packet and fill it into the column named Content. More details
are shown in Algorithm 1. The second approach to reconstruct Android applica-
tion network behavior is reconstruct applications network connection behavior
model, this method described the network behavior of applications in terms of
the request times and the number of information that transferred. The steps
to reconstruct the applications network connection behavior model as follows:
First, get the source IP address from the perprocessed traffic, and then start
reading each packet from preprocessed traffic. Second, analyzing the protocol
type. Third, if it is DNS protocol, then fetch the domain name requested to
resolve and fill it into the square, find the DNS protocol packets that returned
and extracts the resolved IP address and resolved the CNAME information, then
write IP address information and CNAME into different rhombus respectively,
then connect the square with all rhombus, parse out the information as property
node of DNS server, then connecting circular which represents the source IP
address and a square by a solid line, then we set the solid line weights by the
number of this domain requested. Fourth, if it is HTTP protocol, then extracted
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the HOST field and identify DNS packets that has same domain name with
HOST field, connect rectangle and the corresponding square with a dotted line,
then connecting circular which represents the source IP address and a rectangle
by a solid line, after that set the solid line weights by the number of transmit
HTTP packages. Fifth, in other cases, use a triangle to represent, extracted the
contents of Info from the packet and fill in the triangle, then connecting circular
which represents IP address and a triangle by a solid line. More details are shown
in Algorithm 2.

3 Experiment and Analysis

In this chapter, we run a normal version and repackaged malicious version of
the same Android application on the platform we designed, Figs. 1 and 2 are the
screenshot of part of traffic that generated by normal application and malware
respectively, Figs. 3 and 4 is the screenshot of preprocessed traffic.

Fig. 1. Part of traffic that generated by normal application

Fig. 2. Part of traffic that generated by malware

Our experimental platform is Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate (SP1) (64-bit)
operating systems. In a software which named eclipse, we write a program to
reconstruct model, and we get Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 by calling Java graphics
toolkit. Figures 5 and 6 is the network behavior time sequence model of normal
application and malware respectively, put information about the server into a
column named Server, meanwhile, put the time of each package about the server
into a column named Time, then put the resolved information and domain name
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Fig. 3. Application layer traffic that generated by normal application

Fig. 4. Application layer traffic that generated by malware

into a column named Content. Figures 7 and 9 are the network connection behav-
ior model of normal application and malware respectively, Fig. 8 is the network
connection behavior model of pure malicious traffic that we extracted from mal-
ware’s traffic.

It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the application request to resolve domain name
data.flurry.com to DNS server applied in 0.0004s, then DNS server returns the
resolved three IP addresses, after that connect application and the domain name
server of data.flurry.com for transfer information in 1.0535s, finally application
request to resolve domain name in-addr.arpa to DNS server applied in 3.6060s,
then DNS server returns information as No such name. That’s the communicate
process between application and network. So we can see that same application
but with malicious code behavior of interacts with Internet by Fig. 6.

192.168.99.213

Time(s)

0.0004

1.0535

3.6060

Content

A: 74.217.75.7  A:74.217.75.110 
A:216.52.203.13

Data.flurry.com

No such name

Source IP address DNS server Domain name server

Data.flurry.
com

In-
addr.arpa

HTTP

Server

Fig. 5. The network behavior time sequence model of normal application

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that application request to resolve domain name
data.flurry.com and in-addr.arpa to DNS server respectively, then DNS server
returns the resolved three IP addresses about data.flurry.com but cannot resolve
domain name in-addr.arpa, finally application communicates with domain name
server of data.flurry.com. That’s the communicate process between application
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Fig. 6. The network behavior time sequence model of malware
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Fig. 7. Network connection behavior model of normal application

and network. So we can see that same application but with malicious code behav-
ior of interacts with Internet by Fig. 9.

These model we reconstructed could provide the network interaction process
integrity explanation on the behavior of Android applications. By observing
Figs. 7, 8 and 9, it can be seen that difference between application and mal-
ware clearly and the malware network connection behavior model consist of
application network connection behavior model and pure malicious traffic net-
work connection behavior model, namely, it is provide proof for malwares traffic
include malicious traffic and normal traffic. Maybe the network behavior model
of application can be used to identify malicious software.
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Fig. 9. Network connection behavior model of malware

4 Related Work

Only a small number of studies have focused on Android applications network
behavior reconstruction. Conventional mobile terminal network behavior analy-
sis confined to some statistical analysis of network characteristics [2], for exam-
ple, access to the port, packet size, access time and other characteristics of the
statistical analysis, but it did not characterize the interactions between a mobile
network terminal and a remote server, such interactions is necessary for under-
standing the interaction between the mobile terminal and a remote malicious
server, the lack of network behavior reconstruction in existing research, espe-
cially lack of the integrity explanation to network interaction process.
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To better understand this slew of threats, Fattori et al. [9] presents Cop-
perDroid, an automatic VMI-based dynamic analysis system to reconstruct the
behavior of Android malware. Based on the key observation that all interesting
behaviors are eventually expressed through system calls, CopperDroid presents
a novel unified analysis able to capture both low-level OS specific and high-level
Android-specific behaviors. To this end, CopperDroid presents an automatic sys-
tem call centric analysis that faithfully reconstructs events of interests.

Zhou et al. [10] dissected the characterization and evolution of Android mal-
wares. They had managed to collect more than 1,200 malware samples that
covered the majority of existing Android malware families. In addition, they
systematically characterized malware from various aspects, including their instal-
lation methods, activation mechanisms as well as the nature of carried malicious
payloads.

Lee [3] introduce a malware activity detection mechanism, GMAD: Graph-
based Malware Activity Detection that utilizes a sequence of DNS queries in
order to achieve robustness against evasion techniques. To detect malicious
domain names utilized to malware activities, GMAD applies domain name clus-
tering using the graph structure and determines malicious clusters by referring
to public blacklists. We reconstruct the network behavior time sequence model
and network connection behavior model based on application layer (such as DNS
protocol traffic, HTTP protocol traffic and SSL protocol traffic, etc.) traffic, so
we can understand the network behavior of Android applications get through
the model reconstructed, it provides the network interaction process integrity
explanation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we provided an effective Android malware traffic generation and
collection mechanism in the real Internet environment. Then we processing the
traffic we captured from platform, it can be used as the input data to recon-
struct the network behavior directly. After that we have reconstructed network
behavior time sequence model of applications network behavior based on mobile
application’s network traffic and reconstruct applications network connection
behavior model based on mobile application’s network traffic, it provides the
network interaction process integrity explanation and these models shows that
malwares traffic include malicious traffic and normal traffic.

Therefore, in the future, we will also be use the model to identify mali-
cious software over a network behavior model of application, it is effective to
identifying malware by means of this model through comparing the normal net-
work behavior model and malicious network behavior model in this paper. For
instance, by observing Figs. 7, 8 and 9, we can see that difference between appli-
cation and malware clearly. We will continue to do work in this area later and
identify malicious software by the model we reconstructed.
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